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Chapter 376 He Cut Ties With His Father 

“What a bitch!!!” Angela was getting mad now! She didn’t expect Jordy to have dinner 
with Gloria at all And she didn’t expect Gloria to not care what fordy thought and that 
she would be so foul-mouthed! Isn’t Gloria afraid that Jody will hate her even more after 
hearing what she said? Did Gloria sacrifice herself to hurt me? After Gloria did this, she 
couldn’t keep Jordy to be with her by being hospitalized. It might make Jordy start to 
suspect her! Besides, Angela could feel that Jordy didn’t target Gloria at all when Gloria 
was talking just now. How could he be like this? Why did things tum out this way? 
Angela roared, “Gloria!!!” You are such a bitch! Angela’s chest rose and fell. She was 
clutching her phone tightly, and her face was getting paler. She was panicking now. No! 
She could never let Gloria go on like this! Gloria finished dinner and cleaned up before 
going to her room to take a shower. When the phone rang again, she answered it 
Trene’s voice sounded a little heavy. “Norma things are a little tricky. I only got a little 
clue. Gloria’s eyes flickered. She understood Irene and said, “It’s alright if you can’t find 
out because she’s always careful and cautious.” 

Irene frowned and said, “Wait for me. I will continue to look into it. I want to see if they 
are involved. But this time, things might be.. “Well, that’s okay. She’ll play another dirty 
trick on me “You…” Irene’s face was getting ugly. “How could she have gone so far? 
Gloria let out a soft laugh. “No, she’s not to blame this time. It’s my fault “What?” Irene 
instantly figured it out and frowned. Did you provoke her?” “Yup.” Gloria laughed, 
because Irene knew her so well. Sometimes, Irene could realize her intentions before 
she told her the whole story Irene got a little worried and said, “Gloria, you are making 
such a risky move. Although you may be a little slower in the way you did it before, we 
can win the game by taking one step at a time anyway, but now you are…” After 
pausing for a short while, Irene said helplessly. “You’re too impulsive. Now we don’t 
have enough power Gloria curled her lips and said, “Irene, trust me.” Irene pursed her 
lips and finally let out a sigh. “If you need anything, call me anytime. No matter what I’ll 
be on your side. You mustn’t bear the burden on your own.” Gloria smiled and said, 
“Don’t worry. I won’t forget you until the end of time, but you can help me check these 
things out now. Make sure to keep the evidence.” Seeing that Gloria could still make 
jokes Irene wanted to criticize her again, but Gloria had made up her mind, so Irene 
couldn’t continue to judge her. Finally, she felt helpless and sighed as she said. “Okay. 
“Thanks, Irene.” “You must look for less trouble in the future. You have to protect 
yourself!” 
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Chapter 377 Gloria Sleeps Soundly 

“And then what? Harold paused for a moment before saying softly. “I still have to check 
the specifics. I can’t be sure if this matter has anything to do with Miss White so I can’t 
draw a conclusion.” Jordy s cold face looked calm. His expression kept changing “I 
see.” After saying that Jordy hung up the phone. Silence returned to the room. Jordy 
held the phone. There was a glint in his cold eyes. Gloria finished her work as usual for 
the next two days. She spent almost all of her time with Jordy during the day. And she 
ate three meals a day with Jordy. Gloria and Jordy did not communicate with each other 
except during work. The seven days of travel were finally over. After she stayed here 
tonight, she would go back tomorrow Gloria was wondering why Jordy didn’t leave 
tonight, but since Jordy wouldn’t give the order, she couldn’t say anything to him. The 
next day, they left together. Gloria and Jordy still sat in first class while Harold sat 
elsewhere. Gloria didn’t want to talk too much to Jordy, so she put on her blindfold and 
went to sleep. She treated Jordy as an invisible person from beginning to end. 

Jordy’s expression became more and more gloomy, but he had a lot of work to do. He 
read the documents and occasionally glanced at Gloria, who was dead asleep out of the 
corner of his eye. He looked grimmer. Gloria had been busy with work last night so she 
didn’t sleep well. At that moment, she was sitting on the plane while her head was 
shaking Jordy, who was working suddenly felt a sinking in his shoulder Then he turned 
his head and saw Gloria sleeping soundly. His cold eyes gradually calmed down at that 
moment. Then, he looked at Gloria sleeping beside him. Jordy pursed his lips, withdrew 
his gaze, and continued to work. And he didn’t even realize that his body was stiff and 
afraid to move. It was like he was afraid to wake up Gloria sitting next to him. When 
Gloria leaned on Jordy’s shoulder, she felt her neck was not so sore. She was sleeping 
more soundly. Suddenly, the captain’s voice reached everyone’s ears. Something went 
wrong! At that moment, Gloria woke up! The passengers were all in a panic because a 
foreign warplane suddenly appeared across the plane! They were armed and had 
started to attack their plane! But the captain didn’t make things too clear, because he 
was afraid the passengers would panic. 
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Then, the next thing they heard was what sounded like something blowing up! Jordy 
immediately grabbed Gloria’s hand and headed out Gloria’s eyelashes trembled slightly. 
She let him pull her along Soon, they arrived at the captain’s cabinet At this moment the 
captain looked a bit panicked. However, when the captain heard the chaos outside, he 
hurriedly reassured the passengers again The captain’s reassurance to the passengers 
this time was useless. At this point, the passengers heard a banging sound. And 
someone had already seen what was going on through the window! “Someone is 
attacking our plane! They’re shooting!” “Ah!” At this point, people were screaming 
Everyone was panicking! Some flight attendants were already crying and kept saying, 
“What are we going to do? How could this happen? Can we still live?” “I’m so scared! At 
that moment, one of the flight attendants suddenly screamed out. Her screaming was 
transmitted through her microphone. The passengers suddenly panicked even more! 
There were three green helicopters surrounding their plane. 

Many of them were holding guns and pointing in their direction The captain immediately 
turned off the microphone and looked at the flight attendant as he said, “Anyone can 
panic at this time, but we can’t The flight attendant was too frightened to shout again 
Some of the flight attendants were afraid to speak up and said in a panic “What should 
we do! Should we let the passengers parachute out of the plane? “No!” The captain 
immediately said in an angry tone “Our plane has been surrounded by helicopters. And 
they all have guns in their hands. What if the passengers are killed once they jump?” 
“But they are getting closer and closer. If we don’t do something, we’ll be screwed…” 
The flight attendant looked flustered and didn’t know what to do. The captain’s face 
became paler, but he didn’t say a word. Bang! Bang! Bang! The sound of bullets hitting 
the plane was getting louder and louder. And everyone was panicking and shouting. 
Even if the captain spoke again to comfort the passengers, he could no longer let the 
passengers calm down! If this went on the captain was afraid that the passengers would 
want to parachute out of the plane. As Gloria was thinking about this, the passengers 
were already rushing toward the captain and yelling Quick! We want to parachute! We 
want to get out of here! If it keeps going like this we’re going to get killed!” The situation 
was chaotic. And there was nothing the captain could do. Jordy walked up to the 
microphone with a frown And the captain’s face changed slightly, 
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Chapter 379 He Is Responsible for Hundreds of Lives 

Gloria only felt that this moment was like being in a dream_ She looked at Jordy with 
surprise. Although he usually looked indifferent and seemed distant when he came into 
contact with anyone now he took the initiative to maintain order and calm down the 
other passengers For a moment, she felt like Jordy was a warm-hearted person Jordy 



turned off the microphone. Then the captain looked at Jordy with gratitude and said, 
Thank you so much, sir!” Although he was able to stabilize the passengers for the 
moment, he could not completely calm them down. Then the captain said in an anxious 
tone. “The plane is still flying, but we’re in a not very stable situation. I’m afraid the pilot 
can’t take it anymore.” This was his fifteenth year working on the plane. Although he 
was a very experienced pilot, he had not experienced anything like this. Jordy 
immediately said, “I’ll be the pilot, but I need someone to navigate me.” The captain and 
the flight attendants all looked at Jordy in amazement, and there was a look of disbelief 
in their eyes. “Sir, you Does he even know how to fly a plane? Harold hurriedly said. 
“Everyone this gentleman is certified to fly, and there are few who can match his flying 
skills.” “Well..” 

The look in everyone’s eyes looked even more amazed. Even Gloria looked at Jordy 
with some surprise and there was a shocking look in her eyes. Has Jordy taken the 
flight test? It seemed that she still knew too little about him, but that was normal 
because he had never given her the chance to get to know him either. “Well..I can get 
someone to navigate you. And there is a commander on the plane, but right now the 
situation.” People were in a state of panic If one mistake was made in command, it 
would put the plane in danger. And the plane might crash, and we’ll die at once. At that 
moment, no one dared to make a move. Seeing this scene, Gloria said in a calm tone, 
“I’ll do it.” Everyone looked at Gloria again, and they stared at Gloria with a more and 
more amazed and frightened look in their eyes. However, Harold seemed to realize 
something. Then he immediately looked at Jordy and said, “Mr. Collins, she can do it.” 
This was Harold’s recognition of Gloria. At this point a surprising look flashed across his 
eyes but Jordy had trust in Harold. Then he immediately looked at the captain and said, 
“Please give the order. I’ll fly the plane.” The captain’s face changed “Excuse me. Are 
you Mr. Collins? And may I ask if you are Miss White?” Someone recognized Jordy and 
Gloria and there was a look of shock in all their eyes! When the captain found out who 
they were, he was stunned, but he felt more surprised. Then, 
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Chapter 380 He Even Knows How to Fly a Plane 

If anything went wrong this time, he would be an evil sinner who had abandoned the 
lives of hundreds of passengers Although it was not a big deal if he died, he could not 
let so many people lose their lives because of his mistakes. The captain’s arrival came 
as a surprise to the pilot Immediately after the captain looked at the pilot and said, 
“Jason, thank you for your hard work. Next, you will let Mr. Collins and Miss White fly 
and control the plane. Please let Mr. Collins sit on your seat. You must take control of 
the plane before you get up.” Jason’s eyes showed a stunning look. “Well… Is that 



okay?” Jason was surprisingly relieved when he heard that someone was going to take 
over flying the plane on his behalf. The captain nodded at Jason and said, “Yes! Come 
on.” Jason muttered a reply. He took control of the plane and immediately looked at 
Jordy and said, “Mr. Collins, please.” When Jason said Jordy’s name, he was still 
shocked. Because he had seen Jordy and Gloria on the screen, he was extremely 
shocked at this point. Who would have thought that Jordy could fly a plane? When 
Jordy sat down and steadily steered the plane, Gloria also began to command. When 
they heard her words, the captain and Jason were completely relieved. Although they 
had never worked in this industry before they looked more professional than the 
professional staff: The plane was still wobbly just now, but it was flying smoothly. 

Harold took the captain’s place at this point He opened the microphone and 
communicated with everyone to reassure the passengers The plane stopped shaking 
and started to fly smoothly. Listening to Harold’s steady voice, even with the sound of 
bullets crashing outside and the passengers in fear, the plane flew steadily in the air By 
now, the plane was approaching Los Angeles. According to the previous schedule, they 
would arrive at the airport in another half hour. Those planes were still surrounding the 
plane. With Gloria’s command and Jordy’s smooth flying skills, the two of them 
increased the flying speed of the plane by two times. 

 


